Abstract. 2014 We demonstrate the existence of a set of surfaces containing the director and related to each singularity (disclination, point disclination) of the director field. There can be as many sets as there are singularities. The In a set of lines (L) depending on two parameters a and fi, it is always possible to find a division into subsets depending on one parameter such that each subset has an envelope ; to this requirement corresponds a particular relation a = a(f3), and each subset is scribed on a surface I. The outline of the proof is as follows. A trivial illustration is provided by the case of unidimensional single glide in a solid crystal [2] . Consider the unit vectors perpendicular to the bent surfaces as the directors n : in single glide the surfaces are transformed to parallel surfaces and the normals, which constitute the lines (L), envelop the common evolute (E) to these surfaces (Fig. 1) [3] (Fig. 2A ) ; the planes perpendicular to the disclination line are clearly the subsets 1 : they contain the lines (L), which envelop the intersection of the disclination line (F) with the plane (1) . Here the envelope is (1) The example emphasized in figure 2A assumes that the lines (L) are all « tangent » to the degenerate envelope. In the case of a line S = -1 (Fig. 2B) , all the lines (L) pass through the point at infinity in the directions of (Dl) and (D2). Then Another example is provided by confocal domains (Fig. 2C) (1), to the non-commutativity of the small rotations between neighboring frames.
Condition (5) is satisfied everywhere, except on disclinations. We shall consider two cases :
a) The point P where the line intersects 1 is regular on E. The director is therefore necessarily singular at P, and there is a core.
b) The point P is singular on E. The director may therefore be non-singular (coreless disclination), or singular (conical point on a focal line of a cofocal domain). Consider a closed circuit (y) on I. At each point of (y) we define a local frame of reference (R) consisting of the tangent t to (y), the normal N, and the geodesic normal G = N A t (Fig. 3) . This is the so-called Darboux-Ribaucour triple [6] . Let us write 0 the oriented angle between t and n at point M on (y), s the arc length on (y). The component on N of the instantaneous rotation of (R) is, using eq. (1) PG is called the geodesic curvature of (y) at M.
Eq. (8) and (9) lead to a very simple geometrical interpretation of the incompatibility relation (5 [7] (eq. (11) [8] , [9] . 3 .2 SINGULAR POINT ON 1 (Fig. 4) . - We have illustrated in figure 4 three kinds of singular points on E : in one case the director becomes parallel to the disclination line, and the singular point is a cusp ; in the other case, the singular point is conical, as occurs in cofocal domains. We can enter in the same paragraph the case of a singular point (Fig. 4C) where all the surfaces Z are in contact : this is a disclination point, which can be considered as end of a line (non-singular). When the disclination point is rejected to infinity, we are anyway left with a line (coreless), of the type described in [10] .
In all these cases it is possible to draw on 1 a closed circuit (y) which encloses the disclination. Moreover 
